Maximise the potential of renewable energy
systems with SPLASH web-based monitoring


Lobby screens: Get maximum promotional and educational
value with dynamic animations driven by real-time data

 70+ animations to choose, or have one custom made
 SMS & Email Alerts for failures or performance tips
Live data updated

 every 10 seconds
 Graph historical data
 Brand with any logo
 Highly Educational
Cost-effective and
 installs in minutes!
Choose SPLASH to monitor
your commercial,
educational, or home
system today.

www.splashmonitoring.com

Why monitor renewable energy systems?
Monitoring of systems has been proven to result in increased savings and improved
system performance. The additional cost of the monitoring can be saved in a very short
time, in some cases within a month. The installation of a monitoring system is so
beneﬁcial that it is often a mandatory requirement to qualify for a renewable energy
grant. SPLASH monitoring provides all the advantages of a standard monitoring system
and much more.

Why use SPLASH monitoring?
Animations bring systems to life
Each system has its own animated webpage. This
webpage shows a schematic animation of the system
with instantaneous data that is refreshed every 10
seconds.
Choose an animation from the extensive online library,
or have us custom make one for you. The animation is
ideally suited for lobby displays for promotion or
educational purposes. Events in the animation are
triggered by actual activity on site i.e. solar radiation
dictates the amount of cloud cover, and a pump or
electric element is shown operating only if it is actually
running on site. The cumulative energy ticker at the
bottom of the animation shows the amount of energy
produced in multiple easily understandable units, such as
kW-h, average homes, mileage of an average car, etc.
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An example animation: Library PV System

Graphing/Reporting Historical Data
Each system has its own easy to use Graphing and
Reporting tools. These are accessed from the Animation;
simply select a date range and the data you wish to
graph.
Detailed Reports can be downloaded and exported as
csv ﬁles using the Reports button on the DashBoard.

System Information

Cumulative and instantaneous graphs

Customers can upload 4 photographs and descriptions
into the Information Section of each system they own.
These are generally used to show the overall site,
collectors, inverter, batteries, hot water cylinder, or
controls with descriptions of each. Click on the “view
info” button at the bottom of the animation to access the
information area.

Mobile View
Access real time system data 24/7 on your mobile
device with the Mobile View and highly-customisable Lite
Views. These views are ideally suited for system
commissioning and checking the current operation of the
system.

Victoria University shows off its solar panels

SPLASH monitoring, not just a pretty face
SPLASH monitoring is quick and easy to install and setup. With a variety of predeﬁned
setups available, it takes a novice user just a few minutes to be up and running, while our
powerful and intuitive Dashboard allows engineers and technicians ultimate ﬂexibility to
customise our powerful monitoring and diagnostic tools.
SPLASH monitoring has extensive data logging, reporting, and alerting features to ensure
that a renewable system is correctly set up and is performing optimally.

Simple setup: comprehensive monitoring
Dash through the setup process
With our unique Dashboard interface, SPLASH
monitoring customers can:
* Sign themselves up
* Start a stream of data
* See the current data values
* Identify the data they wish to monitor
* Make their system public or private
* Conﬁgure reports and alerts and more.
All in an easy, intuitive, plug-and-play interface. In most
cases the entire setup can be undertaken by the user
without technicians visiting the site. However, if you
need help, we’re here for you.

Stay Informed

Customise any aspect of the system...

Automated Email/SMS Alerts immediately notify
nominated persons based on ﬂexible and powerful
user-conﬁgured settings. Compare live data with
pre-determined values or with other sensor values to
handle any scenario. Customise the Alert messages to
include the alarm conditions, the reasons why the alert
was triggered, and how to rectify the situation and
optimise system performance.

Security
SPLASH monitoring offers a high level of security
accepted by corporate and government clients. Take
total control over access to your data: make it public, or
maintain your own list of permitted users. Our cloudbased storage offers the best combination of speed and
security, so you won’t have to worry about the safety or
accessability of your data.

...with drag-and-drop ease

With our SPLASH monitoring Stream Box, you won’t need to open up a dangerous hole in your ﬁrewall, nor give support staff
access to your local pc via screen-sharing or remote control software.

Integrate SPLASH into your hardware or services
Our team of engineers and technicians work with manufacturers and service providers to deliver custom solutions across a wide
range of industries. Co-brand with your logo, get animations tailored to real locations, and more. If you produce hardware
that you want web-enabled, contact us about getting “SPLASH inside” so that your customers don’t need additional hardware:
just issue your own OEM licenses and push data to our service direct. In addition to monitoring, our two-way communications
option can provide easy remote conﬁguration of your hardware.

Helping you make a SPLASH!
Our animations are ideal for corporate and educational lobby displays, but can be
viewed on any browser screen. If our extensive collection of animations and
backgrounds doesn’t ﬁt your needs, our creative team can design them for you. Each
one can include several data-driven events: fans blow and pumps pump only when their
real-life counterparts are operating. If you can hook a sensor to it, we can bring it to life!

Branding
Inserting logos into the Animation can maximise your PR and brand exposure, product placement and branded colour themes can
increase brand awareness. Because you are in complete control of the content within your Info section, you can include logos and
product images here. You can also have your logo promoted in the top left corner of the animation.
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Contact your local agent/dealer:
SPLASH monitoring Limited
15b Saturn Place,
Albany, Auckland
Telephone +64 9 442 0996
sales@splashmonitoring.com
www.splashmonitoring.com

